
A red marker works in the background
leaving the Lower Mainland for the Gulf region – this time 
the Bandar Abbas Airport in Iran
and then on, to the southern tip of India

My son will soon leave Vancouver 
new to New West 
an up-river migration 
will he be received

unceded traditional territory 
Qiqéyt Musqueam and Stó:lō
peoples (the Qiqéyt no longer a tribe of one)

?

Reading the Migration Map by Lois Klassen offers concluding comments to 
the publishing activity that began with Klassen’s month as Artist in Residence at 

Anvil Centre, New Westminster, Canada.

  This publication owes much to the experiences surrounding the Anvil Centre residency. 
In particular, I am grateful to Kristina Fiedrich, Biliana Velkova, and Oana Capota of Arts & 
Heritage; as well as Alan Hill, City of New Westminster Poet Laureate.  A huge thank you 

to Elisa Yon, fellow Artist in Residence who let Reading the Migration Library inspire new 
participatory workshops and sculpture. I acknowledge the inspiration of Douglas Saunders’s 

recent book, Maximum Canada (Penguin Random House, 2017) which is quoted here.      
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Reading the Migration Map 

Not a real migration
not even a weak metaphor
I skytrain to New Westminster
and take up artist-in-residence

in residence 
evidence of leaving
waves of exclusions
describes the museum exhibit, Bottoms Up
(expressed and repressed)

The Royal City
a moniker
as if New Westminster is not colonial enough
as if reducing the Qiqéyt to A Tribe of One
is not exclusionary enough
a photo of expropriated Japanese fishing boats 
orphaned from their owners interned and displaced 
Mewa Singh’s body leaving New Westminster for Fraser Mills

exacting exclusion
the BC Penitentiary a condition of confederation

What is colonial?
For centuries before Confederation and a century after, colonial economic  
policies and an inward-facing world view isolated this country, attracting few of 
the people and building few of the institutions needed to sustain a sovereign 
nation. In fact, during most years before 1967, a greater number of people 
fled Canada than immigrated to it. Canada’s growth has faltered and left us 
underpopulated ever since. 
(Douglas Saunders, 2017)

The World
ragged in the MOSAIC meeting room 
above where the microwave and broom are located

Countries
colourful interlocking pieces outlined by shadowed lines
like deep canyons 
I imagine impassible black rivers below

overdrawn by felt-tipped markers
The World found stories

let’s imagine the black marker is narrating 
New Westminster evacuations
one flight to Ireland
one to Edmonton
also to an “X” vaguely placed over Quebec 
(maybe Montreal / maybe Quebec City) 
and beyond, to a house-shape containing Prince Edward Island

Another colonial escape from New Zealand –circled in black—heading for Qatar
Aotearoa vastly exaggerated 
not just by the marker’s definitive circling 
but also by Mercator

(when Europe forms the epicenter of a flat map
its colonies appear expansive along the periphery)
( expansive for exploration / expansive in exploitation )
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